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Simulated causal subwavelength focusing by a negative refractive
index slab

Steven A. Cummera)

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 27708

~Received 16 October 2002; accepted 16 December 2002!

Subwavelength electromagnetic focusing by a negative refractive index slab is shown to occur in a
full wave numerical simulation of a causal, physically realizable negative index material.
Limitations on the observability of this effect in simulations and experiments are discussed.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1554778#
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Pendry1 showed how normally evanescent electroma
netic waves can exponentially grow in a finite slab of ma
rial with an index of refractionn521. In principle, this can
produce perfect focusing, in which the fields at a dist
location are an exact replica of the source, including s
wavelength features. This phenomenon is of more than
demic interest because of the constructability of electrom
netic materials with a negative index of refraction.2 The
potential applications of this effect are numerous and s
many different fields.

The existence of this solution is surprising and not int
tive. Reports have questioned the correctness of the pe
focus solution3 and the realizability of this solution from
causal excitation.4,5 Moreover, a causal, full wave electro
magnetic simulation of focusing by a negative index slab
not appear to show evidence of subwavelength focusing6

We report here a finite-difference simulation and ana
sis that show that nonpropagating wave numbers do grow
a finite slab of physically realizable negative index mate
from a causal excitation and, with the proper geometry, s
a system produces an image with subwavelength resolu
True perfect focusing is not observed for reasons of solu
sensitivity to the precisen521 condition that have bee
analytically demonstrated by Smithet al.7 But subwave-
length focusing, in which some but not all evanescent w
numbers are restored and the image contains subwavele
information, is clearly seen in the reported simulation in t
manner predicted analytically.

We perform a time-domain finite-difference simulatio
of the Maxwell equations for the predicted perfect focus
geometry. Without loss of generality, we assume tw
dimensional (]/]y50) transverse magnetic ~TM!
(Ey ,Hx ,HzÞ0) fields in a domain with material propertie
varying only in thez direction.Ey is specified completely on
the plane z50 as a sinusoidal line sourceEy(x,0)
5d(x)sin(2p31010t) f (t), wheref (t) is a step function tha
turns on smoothly in about 30 wave periods. The smo
turn on helps the fields reach their steady state as quickl
possible by minimizing the excitation bandwidth. Free spa
is present for 0,z,6.52 mm andz.19.56 mm. Between
z56.52 andz519.56 mm is a slab of material with relativ
permittivity and permeability
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This material has both electric and magnetic plasma
sponses and we thus refer to it as a two cutoff material. T
electric and magnetic plasma frequencies are chosen to
an index of refraction ofn521 at the 10 GHz source fre
quency, namelyvp52&p31010 s21. Small loss~electric
and magnetic plasma collision frequencyn5107 s21) is also
added to ensure the solution reaches a steady state in
time. These parameters give a relative permittivity and p
meability of2120.0006j at 10 GHz. This two cutoff mate-
rial is the simplest way to simulate a material response
produces a frequency band of negative refractive index. N
that the source is quite close~0.22l! to the two cutoff mate-
rial slab.

We use the standard second-order leapfrog method8 to
simulate the electromagnetic fields in this domain. The el
tric and magnetic plasma responses are easily inclu
through additional equations for electric and magnetic c
rent using the differencing scheme of Young.9 This method is
nearly identical to that used by Ziolkowski and Heyman.6 We
find that shifting thex component of the magnetic current
the Ey sampling points by spatial averaging improves t
steady-state agreement between theory and simulation.
therefore, use this averaging in the results presented,
though subwavelength focusing can be simulated with
this averaging. The simulation uses a time step ofDt
50.75 ps, a spatial step ofDx50.326 mm, and a primary
computational domain of 600 by 100 cells. The source po
is placed at gridpoint~300,1!. The fields at thez50 bound-
ary are fully specified by the hard source, and the perfe
matched layer absorbing boundary condition10 is used to
simulate an open boundary atz532.6 mm~6.52 mm beyond
the second focus plane!. Because of the difficulty in design
ing absorbing boundary conditions in the two cutoff materi
we use periodic boundary conditions on the constantx edges
of the computational domain. This makes the effect
source a series of line sources and does not hinder the ab
to simulate the perfect focusing effect.

The source is turned on and the simulation is run for 15

time steps~750 wave periods! to reach the sinusoidal stead
state. Pendry1 showed that, without loss, this problem
reaches a steady state in which the fields atz513.04 mm and
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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z526.08 mm ~the perfect foci! are perfect replicas of the
fields at z50. In practice, however, the sensitivity of th
solution to medium parameters, including the loss adde
make the solution reach a steady state in a manageable
will prevent perfect focusing.7 Nevertheless, subwaveleng
focusing is observed in the simulation. Figure 1 shows
spatial distribution ofuEyu after the solution reaches stead
state. The transverse variation of the focus plane fields~dis-
cussed in detail later! appears to be roughly a sinc functio
@sin(x)/x#. This is expected if a finite range of transver
wave numbers are able to reach the focusing plane at
amplitude and in phase, and does not by itself imply s
wavelength focusing.

If the two cutoff slab only restored the phase of prop
gating waves but not the amplitude of evanescent wa
then the electric field in the second focus plane could con
only sinusoidal features above one wavelength in size
cause of the evanescent decay of smaller features. The sp
variation of this field in the focus plane, obtained by Four
transforming the transverse wave number spectrum, wo
be a sinc function with a main lobe zero-to-zero spacing
one wavelength. This is the one wavelength resolution li
considered by Pendry1 ~one of many possible definitions o
the resolution limit! and corresponds to the full width of th
field produced by a single point source that can be obtai
with infinite aperture traditional optics. This limit is show
by the dashed lines in Fig. 2, in which the wave numb
spectrum is not perfectly sharp because the near cutoff w
numbers do not fully decay over the relatively short sour
to-focal-plan distance considered in this problem.

The field intensity from the full wave simulation in th
second focal plane and corresponding wave number s
trum are shown in the solid lines of Fig. 2. The variation
sinclike, but the actual width of the main peak is only 0.41l,
corresponding to focusing 2.4 times smaller than one wa
length. The wave number spectrum of the simulated fie
clearly shows that the amplitude of evanescent transv
wave numbers up to 2.5 times the free space wave num
(2.5kfs) are restored to near unity by the two cutoff slab. T

FIG. 1. Image of the sinusoidal steady stateuEyu reached by the simulation
The solid lines show the material boundaries, and the dashed lines ar
theoretical perfect focus planes.
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sharp features in the simulated wave number spectrum
ginning near 2kfs are likely due to the same small numeric
refractive index variations discussed next that make s
wavelength focusing hard to simulate in the first place, a
they do not influence the conclusions of this work. We e
phasize that these results come from a full wave causal e
tromagnetic simulation of linear materials, thereby avoidi
any issues involving signs, series divergence, or infin
fields that have led to contradictory conclusions about t
problem. The observed subwavelength focusing is simp
natural consequence of the material properties.

There are a few reasons why simulating~and achieving
in practice! perfect focusing is essentially impossible. W
added loss to this simulation so that it reached a steady s
in a reasonable amount of time, and the perfect focus s
tion is degraded by loss.3,7 The fields at the perfect focu
planes have resonances very near then521 frequency that
will always be excited by a causal, nonzero bandwid
source. Without loss, these resonances ring indefinitely
the theoretical sinusoidal steady state is never achieved.

Perhaps more importantly, the discrete fields in a fini
difference approximation do not obey exactly the same d
persion relation as the continuous fields do;8 they are the
same only in the limit as the spatial and temporal sampl
intervals tend to zero. Thus, the index of refraction for t
discrete fields is slightly different from the index of refra
tion for continuous fields using the same medium para
eters. In most problems, this small difference has little eff
on the final solution. However, tiny deviations fromn
521 in the negative index slab can severely limit the p
fect focusing effect.7 The difference between the continuou
and discrete fields can always be reduced by more fin
discretizing the fields. But the exponential dependence
subwavelength focusing performance on this difference
plies only a small improvement in simulated focusing for
large increase in sampling points~and, consequently, compu
tation time!.

the

FIG. 2. Top panel: Optics-limited and simulated field intensity in the seco
focal plane, showing subwavelength focusing from the negative index s
Bottom panel: Optics-limited and simulated transverse wave number s
trum in the same plane, showing that the amplitude of the evanescent t
verse wave numbers (k/kfs.1) is restored by the negative index slab up
a limit of 2.5kfs .
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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The expression for resolution enhancement,R
52l lnu(11m)/2u/2pd whered is the negative index mate
rial slab width andm is the permeability of the negativ
index slab~thus close tom521) @Ref. 7, Eq.~5!#, gives a
theoretical limit ofR52.97 for the parameters in this simu
lation ~ignoring any effect of the spatial periodicity ofn!.
The simulated resolution enhancementRsim52.4– 2.5 is thus
close to the expected limit given the amount of loss adde
the negative index slab. Reducing the loss does not impr
the simulated resolution enhancement because of the pe
bation of the index of refraction for fields on a finite diffe
ence grid. It is expected that moving the source closer to
slab and decreasing the slab width, or increasing the fine
of the spatial and temporal discretization and decreasing
loss ~thereby movingn closer to its value for continuou
fields! will increase the degree of resolution enhancem
observable in the simulation, in accordance with theory.7

We conclude that subwavelength focusing by nega
refractive index slabs, as predicted by Pendry,1 is a real ef-
fect. Despite the limitations highlighted by this simulatio
and that have demonstrated analytically elsewhere,7 sub-
wavelength focusing should be observable in experiment.
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suggest that the difficulties of constructing a negative ind
material with preciselyn521 at the source frequency ar
similar to the difficulties of constructing a finite-differenc
approximation with preciselyn521, and that simulations
like this are thus a useful approximation of the degree
subwavelength focusing that may be observed in exp
ments. Measurements will always be limited in the resto
tion of evanescent wave number amplitude and thus sho
look similar to the simulated fields in Fig. 1.
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